
 

Summary
HS 98 intends to be “a catholic collection . . . gathering

hymns from a wide range of time, place, and Christian com-
munity.” This it does successfully, gathering some of the cream
of ancient and modern hymnody written by Lutherans and
other Christians. Unfortunately, it includes too much that does
not seem suited to its intended users. That is a weakness of the
book: it includes too much that does not fit well for church
usage by Lutheran congregations. It cannot and should not
replace the congregation’s hymnbook. 

Strengths of the book are that it has some fine new poetry
and music with strong messages from the Word of God. It also
avoids the overly emotional hymnody of pietism and American
Protestantism. The liturgical and devotional settings are also
very nice. 

Approval of this book must be cautious and conditional.
There are some good choices, but many that do not seem
usable. I myself might consider using forty to fifty of the 

hymns. If used with careful selection, the book could be a valu-
able resource for the church choir. 

I commend the Commission on Worship for their work. It
will be informative to learn what works for those who use this
book. There are some wonderful moments that make it well
worth getting a copy. It assures us that Christian and Lutheran
hymnody is alive, helping us to sing a new song to the Lord
even in these last days of the twentieth century.

Reformed Confessions: Theology from Zurich to Barmen. By
Jan Rohl. Translated by John Hoffmeyer. Columbia Series in
Reformed Theology. Louisville, Kentucky: Westminster/John
Knox Press, .  pages. Cloth.

h In the September/October  issue of Modern Reforma-
tion, its confessional Reformed editor scolds Lutherans for not
distinguishing Calvin’s position from Zwingli’s on the Lord’s
Supper. In the name of all inconsiderate Lutherans I apolo-
gized, not so much for never learning what the differences
were, but for being so callused as to forget them. Mea maxima
culpa. Even so, on their different roads the two Reformed fore-
fathers arrived at the same destination: the sacramental bread
could not be identified with Christ’s body. Yes, and Jesus is
confined to somewhere out there. Reformed Confessions will go
a long way in unraveling for Lutherans the internal complexi-
ties among Reformed theologians.

Two items in Reformed Confessions strike this Lutheran: ()
In spite of our biases, our caricatures of Reformed positions are
astoundingly on target. More later. () The Reformed see their
confessions only as an approximation of the divine truth
(quatenus). Lutherans equate their confessions with the truth
(quia), something that Rohl acknowledges up front. “In
Lutheranism the process of confessional development came to
a conclusion with the Formula of Concord () and the Book
of Concord ()” (). Pardon the metaphor, any reference to
Lutheran and Reformed Confessions, as if we were referring to

the same type of documents, is mixing apples and oranges.
Reformed Confessions allow for doctrinal development with
the possibility of contradiction. For example, the Second Hel-
vetic Confession () is described as a modified Zwinglian
(read: Calvinist) document in comparison to the first (ca. )
(). Whereas Reformed churches do hold to the same docu-
ments, Lutherans accept at least the Augsburg Confession and
the Small Catechism and historically most held to the entire
Book of Concord, which Rohl correctly assumes is the classical
Lutheran position. Classical Reformed theology held to the
creeds “because they agree with Scripture,” but different inter-
pretations of the creeds are allowed. So even here a possible
quia subscription is really a quatenus one. Zwingli held that
Christ’s descent into hell refers first to his death and then the
power of his reconciliation in the underworld (universalism?).
Calvin saw it as the suffering of Christ’s soul, the view that pre-
vailed among the Reformed (–). (Lutherans see it as
Christ’s triumphant entry into Satan’s realm to proclaim vic-
tory [FC ]). Rohl discusses these distinctions in the role of
tradition in regard to Rome (–). It really distinguishes
Luther from the Reformed.

A summary of the Reformed confessional development from
Zwingli through the year  comprises a brief short chapter
and includes early failed attempts to accommodate Lutherans.
Rohl fairly presents Lutheran relations with the Reformed. The
third and another short concluding chapter discusses the role
of these documents from the nineteenth century until the pre-
sent and relates these confessions to the concept of toleration.
The Barmen Declaration and the American Presbyterian state-
ments are part of the Reformed confessional heritage. Divided
into sections with doctrinal headings, the second chapter car-
ries the volume’s theological weight and is of intense value to
Lutherans, who may not have direct access to these sources.
Rohl engages documents so that his readers can only be fasci-
nated by looking into the heart of Reformed theology. As we do
this, we find ourselves confirming or reevaluating old stereo-
types. One wants to move from one topic to another as quickly
as possible. So for example, we learn that election and rejection
are never subsumed in their confessions under predestination,
a caricature accepted at least by this Lutheran. Rather, in elect-
ing some, it pleased God to pass by others (–). Though
Christ’s death has an infinite worth, the idea of universal atone-
ment does not clearly emerge (–). So our conclusions
may not have been totally wrong, but how the Reformed
arrived at them may have been. The section subtitled Extra
Calvinisticum will be recognizable to Lutherans, who have
accused the Reformed in believing that some of God remained
outside of (extra) Jesus (–). This idea originated in the
Heidelberg Catechism, refined by Lutherans in their polemics
and placed by the Reformed into a doctrinal category. The
Reformed nevertheless claim that the human nature rules or is
present on earth through the Spirit, or that the two natures are
inseparably joined. In spite of human nature’s local presence, it
is in constant communion with infinite divine nature. The
result is that the two natures are nevertheless separated.
Reformed theology sees God’s simplicity and infinity as much
as a philosophical principle as it is a biblical one. They express



this tenet by citing the Old Testament prohibition against idol-
atry, which becomes their Second Commandment (). This in
turn provides a basis for their holding that the finitude of
Christ’s human nature is incompatible with divine nature’s
ubiquity (). Lutherans know this Reformed view as finitum
non capax infiniti. Within itself this foundational teaching pos-
sesses a virus that is as much anti-sacramental as it is anti-
incarnational and makes Reformed and Lutheran theologies
irreconcilable with each other. To this Lutheran, the view that
the man Jesus is sitting in some place and that his divine nature
is roaming the earth’s wastelands is as ludicrous as it is prepos-
terous.

Back to the two points that strike Lutherans. () It is always
fun to read a book in which you know most of the answers; how-
ever, now we are supplied with the raw data that before was only
hearsay from seminary classes and dogmatics books. () The
Reformed can never embrace their confessions as wholeheart-
edly as Lutherans do. It is the old antagonism between quatenus
for the Reformed (and now some Lutherans) and quia (for the
Lutherans) subscriptions.

An introduction reveals that recent Reformed confessions
have taken one more step backwards in the ‘in so far as they
agree’ concept. No longer are the Reformed content to embrace
their confessions ‘in so far as they agree’ with the Scriptures,
but now they embrace the Scriptures ‘in so far as they agree’
with Christ. He alone is the living Word, and the Scriptures are
only the witness to that Word (–). Here one detects
Karl Barth’s ghost, whose apparitions appeared among Luther-
ans at least since the s and officially in the documents
which brought most American Lutherans into union among
themselves in the formation of the ELCA and now into fellow-
ship with the Reformed churches whose official institutions
were involved in the production of this volume. In the LCMS in
the s and s this was known as “Gospel reductionism”
and led to antinomianism. Among the Reformed, the current
moved in the opposite direction in having the church more
involved in political affairs, for example, the Barmen Declara-
tion, which certainly perpetuates Zwingli and Calvin’s legacy of
church involvement in matters of state.

Confessional Lutherans will want to have their own copy of
this finally printed document to brush up on Reformed theol-
ogy and as a necessary theological resource. Reformed teach-
ings attract because of an internal logic based on an appeal to
reason. This attraction is the real danger. ELCA Lutherans will
find a special profit in Reformed Confessions. In their alliance
with churches of this tradition (the Reformed Church in Amer-
ica, the Presbyterian Church, USA, and the United Church of
Christ), they have not accepted Reformed doctrines, but they
have found them acceptable. There is a difference, but it com-
promises the long-standing belief that Lutheran doctrines are
the pure teachings of the word of God. This has never been a
problem for the Reformed, who have never regarded their con-
fessions with the finality Lutherans do.

David P. Scaer 
Concordia Theological Seminary 

Fort Wayne, Indiana

 

A Different Death. By Edward J. Larson and Darrel W. Amund-
sen. Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity Press, .  pages.

h Edward Larson is a professor of history and law at the Uni-
versity of Georgia and has rubbed academic shoulders with
noteworthy scholars in the field of terminal health care. He
began to develop this interest in the subject of this book while
working as staff counsel for the Committee on Education and
Labor of the U.S. House of Representatives in the early s.
The committee was working on the Older Americans Act.

Darrel Amundsen is a professor of classics, with training in
medieval, Renaissance, and medical history. Terminal health care
became an interest of his while teaching at Western Washington
University, where his research specialty was the relationship of
medicine with law, ethics, and religion in classical antiquity and
the Middle Ages. His association with the Hastings Center’s
Death, Suffering, and Well-Being Research Group led to the devel-
opment of a course on the theology of suffering at Regent College.

These two men of different fields, drawing on their different
backgrounds, have joined efforts to write A Different Death. We can
be thankful that they did. Their stated interest was to assist readers
in reexamining the issues of euthanasia and suicide in light of the
historic Christian faith. They divided their task according to exper-
tise, with Amundsen focusing on matters of medical practice and
ethics in ancient and medieval times, and Larson specializing in
health-care theory and law during the modern period. Differences
in writing style, while apparent, are not troublesome to the reader.

A Different Death is first and foremost a resource book, divided
into clearly defined sections, moving from a review of Greek,
Roman, and Jewish attitudes to the emergence of a distinctly Chris-
tian approach to the issues of medical suicide and euthanasia. The
book examines carefully the attitudes of the early Christian church
and the church fathers regarding the treatment of the terminally ill,
including the subjects of medical practice and ethics, death and
dying, suicide and euthanasia. It continues its review of the histori-
cal record through the Catholic Middle Ages and the Protestant
Reformation to the advent of modern medicine.

A Different Death is also a very helpful apology, countering the
spin that is being put on early church history by today’s chief pro-
ponents of physician-assisted suicide and euthanasia. Beginning
with a particularly striking and effective introduction to the book,
the authors help the reader appreciate the scarcity of accurate
information available today to the interested student of end-of-life
issues, this due to the heavy influence of several popular authori-
ties on the subject who have overstated selected details in the his-
torical record. A Different Death effectively counters these misrep-
resentations with a comprehensive look at the attitudes of the
early Christian church toward suffering and dying. This detailed
look at the whole record will be helpful to any reader who has an
interest in learning more about early Christian attitudes toward
end-of-life issues, and will be an important addition to the library
of any serious pro-lifer to counter at least some of the careless mis-
information and misrepresentation often used by pro-death advo-
cates in the present day.

A Different Death is also a very helpful resource to understand
better the current events involving end-of-life issues today. Note-
worthy court decisions that have brought our society to where it




